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Powdered samples of a suite of 14 CR and CR-like chondrites, ranging from petrologic grade 1 to 3, were
spectrally characterized over the 0.3–2.5 lm interval as part of a larger study of carbonaceous chondrite
reflectance spectra. Spectral analysis was complicated by absorption bands due to Fe oxyhydroxides
near 0.9 lm, resulting from terrestrial weathering. This absorption feature masks expected absorption
bands due to constituent silicates in this region. In spite of this interference, most of the CR spectra exhi-
bit absorption bands attributable to silicates, in particular an absorption feature due to Fe2+-bearing
phyllosilicates near 1.1 lm. Mafic silicate absorption bands are weak to nonexistent due to a number
of factors, including low Fe content, low degree of silicate crystallinity in some cases, and presence of
fine-grained, finely dispersed opaques. With increasing aqueous alteration, phyllosilicate: mafic silicate
ratios increase, resulting in more resolvable phyllosilicate absorption bands in the 1.1 lm region. In the
most phyllosilicate-rich CR chondrite, GRO 95577 (CR1), an additional possible phyllosilicate absorption
band is seen at 2.38 lm. In contrast to CM spectra, CR spectra generally do not exhibit an absorption
band in the 0.65–0.7 lm region, which is attributable to Fe3+–Fe2+ charge transfers, suggesting that
CR phyllosilicates are not as Fe3+-rich as CM phyllosilicates. CR2 and CR3 spectra are uniformly
red-sloped, likely due to the presence of abundant Fe–Ni metal. Absolute reflectance seems to decrease
with increasing degree of aqueous alteration, perhaps due to the formation of fine-grained opaques from
pre-existing metal. Overall, CR spectra are characterized by widely varying reflectance (4–21%
maximum reflectance), weak silicate absorption bands in the 0.9–1.3 lm region, overall red slopes,
and the lack of an Fe3+–Fe2+ charge transfer absorption band in the 0.65–0.7 lm region.

� 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Carbonaceous chondrites (CCs) have long been a focus of inter-
est because they represent among the most primitive Solar System
materials available for study. There is also an interest in determin-
ing their source regions as a guide to understanding the early
history and evolution of the Solar System. The presence of carbona-
ceous compounds in CCs also suggests that these meteorites may
have provided some of the building blocks for the evolution of life
on the Earth.

We are conducting a wide-ranging study of the spectral
reflectance properties of carbonaceous chondrites in order to bet-
ter understand their spectral properties and diversity, to determine
what aspects of their mineralogy are expressed in reflectance
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spectra, whether spectral differences exist between different CCs
groups, and what spectral properties of CCs can be used to identify
possible parent bodies. This is the third paper in this series, focus-
ing on CR chondrites. CR chondrites are the third major group of
CCs that show evidence of aqueous alteration, with some members
categorized as petrographic grades 1 and 2 (Van Schmus and
Wood, 1967). Other CCs that show evidence of aqueous alteration
include the CI and CM groups, as well as some ungrouped and un-
ique CCs. The CI and CM groups were the subject of earlier papers
(Cloutis et al., 2011a, 2011b), and the ungrouped and unique
meteorites are the subject of a forthcoming paper.

This study focuses on reflectance spectra of CR powders largely
because CR slab spectra are unavailable. We also feel that powder
spectra are more relevant for analysis of asteroid spectra, where
regolith formation should lead to the production of at least some
fraction of a powder. In a previous paper (Cloutis et al., 2011b),
we examined both slab and powder spectra of CM chondrites
and found that slab spectra are generally darker and more blue-
sloped than powder spectra, but that characteristic mafic silicate
absorption bands are present in both the powder and slab spectra.
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Table 2
Compositions of CR chondrites (vol.%). Sources of data: [1] Weisberg et al. (1993) and
Kallemeyn et al. (1994). [2] McSween (1979). [3] Burger and Brearley (2005). [4]
Schrader et al. (2011).

Phase Abundance (vol.%)

Chondrules 48–63 35–60 50–60 31–76
Matrix 30–51 31–57 23–68b

Dark inclusions <8
Inclusionsa 0.1–3 1–2
Metal 5–8 5–8 1–8c

Sulfides 1–4
Lithic fragments 2–3
Opaque minerals 2–6 5–13
Source of data 1 2 3 4

a Refractory inclusions, including olivine aggregates.
b Matrix + dark inclusions.
c Metal + sulfides.
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By this analogy, we expect analysis of CR powder spectra to pro-
vide information on absorption bands that may be diagnostic of
CR chondrites, regardless of their physical disposition.

The <2.5 lm reflectance spectra of only two CR chondrites,
Renazzo and MAC 87300 have been provided in previous published
studies of CC reflectance spectra (Hiroi et al., 1993, 1997). In the
current study, we have expanded the suite of CR chondrites to 14
members (including meteorites that may not be ‘‘true’’ CRs, but
share some characteristics with CRs; e.g., LEW 85332 (Krot et al.,
2002). Infrared transmission and reflectance spectra (>2.5 lm)
are available for a number of CR chondrites (e.g., Sandford, 1984;
Sato et al., 1997; Sato and Miyamoto, 1998; Osawa et al., 2005).
As an example of their utility, analysis of these infrared spectra
has been used to identify the presence of both olivine and serpen-
tine in Renazzo (Sandford, 1984).

CR chondrites are distinguished from other CC groups using a
number of criteria, including abundant, large, multilayered
metal-rich type I chondrules, abundant Mg-rich anhydrous mafic
silicates, abundant matrix and dark inclusions that contain framb-
oidal magnetite, unique assemblages of serpentine- and chlorite-
rich phyllosilicates and carbonates, abundant metal, and low
calcium–aluminum inclusion (CAI) abundances (McSween, 1977;
Weisberg et al., 1993; Krot et al., 2002).
2. CR composition

2.1. Overview

CRs are among the most reduced of the carbonaceous chon-
drites with abundant free metal (10–16 wt.%) and magnetite
(Kallemeyn et al., 1994) (Table 1). The known CR chondrites range
between petrologic grades 1 and �3. They consist of subequal
amounts of matrix and chondrules (Ash and Pillinger, 1992). Sili-
cates comprise between �85 and 95% of the bulk (Schrader et al.,
2011). Whole rock elemental abundances are similar to other CCs
(Krot et al., 2002). They can also contain both hydrous and anhy-
drous mafic silicates (Weisberg et al., 1989; Brearley and Jones,
1998; Krot et al., 2002). The proportion of anhydrous to hydrous
silicates decreases from petrologic grade 3 (hydrous silicates rare
or nonexistent) to petrologic grade 1 (anhydrous silicates rare or
nonexistent). Olivine is the dominant silicate in CR2 and CR3 chon-
drites, and both olivine and pyroxene are generally Fe-poor
([5 mol.% Fe) (Weisberg et al., 1989; Ash and Pillinger, 1992;
Brearley and Jones, 1998; Krot et al., 2002). In CR3 chondrites,
the anhydrous silicates are generally Fe-poor and matrix silicates
are poorly crystalline or amorphous (Floss and Stadermann,
2009a). Phase abundances for CR chondrites as determined by dif-
ferent investigators are provided in Table 2. Mössbauer analysis of
the Fe-bearing components of Renazzo indicates 2.6 wt.% troilite,
28.5 wt.% silicates, and 25.2 wt.% Fe–Ni metal (Bland et al., 2008).

CR chondrites preserve evidence for varying degrees of aqueous
alteration, manifested by progressive replacement of anhydrous
silicates and chondrule mesostasis by phyllosilicates (Burger and
Brearley, 2005). CR2 chondrites contain heavily hydrated matrix
Table 1
Petrographic characteristics of C-chondrite groups. Sources of data: Brearley and Jones (19

Group Chondrule abundance (vol.%) Matrix abundance (vol.%) Refractory inclusio

CI �1 >99 �1
CM 20 70 5
CR 50–60 30–50 0.5
CO 48 34 13
CV 45 40 10
CK 15 75 4
CH �70 5 0.1
and/or matrix lumps composed of serpentine, saponite, sulfides,
framboidal or platy magnetite, and carbonates (Krot et al., 2002).

2.2. Matrix

Fine-grain matrix makes up more than 30% of CRs (Weisberg
and Prinz, 2000), and it appears to be compact with only minor
porosity (Hezel and Howard, 2010). Most matrix minerals were
formed as a consequence of aqueous alteration on the parent body,
resulting in infilling of voids and compaction of the matrix
(Trigo-Rodriguez et al., 2006; Rubin et al., 2006; Trigo-Rodriguez
and Blum, 2009a, 2009b). Broad beam analysis of matrix and dark
inclusions gives Fe/(Fe + Mg) ratios of 0.4–0.93 (Weisberg et al.,
1993; Zolensky et al., 1993). However, the Fe-rich values probably
reflect the fact that CR matrix includes abundant fine-grained and
finely-dispersed metal, magnetite and Fe sulfides, as phyllosilicate
analyses are generally more Mg-rich (0.4–0.61) than bulk matrix
analyses (Weisberg et al., 1993; Zolensky et al., 1993). CR matrix
phyllosilicates generally consist of serpentine–saponite inter-
growths (as are found in CI chondrites; Brearley and Jones,
1998), and the phyllosilicates appear to be more Fe-rich than those
in CI, CM, and CV chondrites (Buseck and Hua, 1993). CR matrix can
also contain some aluminous chlorite-like phases, and lacks tochil-
inite (Buseck and Hua, 1993). Matrix magnetite occurs in the form
of framboids and platelets (Weisberg et al., 1989). Olivine is the
dominant matrix phase in CR2s and CR3s, and pyroxene, Ca-car-
bonates, kamacite, taenite, magnetite, pyrrhotite, pentlandite, sap-
onite, and serpentine are also present (Weisberg et al., 1989, 1993;
Brearley and Jones, 1998; Zolensky et al., 1993; Kallemeyn et al.,
1994). The proportions of these phases vary with degree of aque-
ous alteration (Krot et al., 2002).

2.3. Mafic silicates

Olivine is characterized by a sharp compositional peak at Fa1.5,
within a broader cluster from Fa<1 to Fa4–6 but with a few grains up
to Fa�50, and there are few olivine grains between Fa0 and Fa1
98) and Weisberg et al. (2006).

n abundance (vol.%) Metal abundance (vol.%) Chondrule mean diameter (mm)

0 –
0.1 0.3
5–8 0.7
1–5 0.15
0–5 1.0
<0.01 0.7
20 0.02
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(Kallemeyn et al., 1994). The low-Ca pyroxenes exhibit a promi-
nent compositional peak between Fs1 and Fs3 and there are few
grains with Fs<1 (Kallemeyn et al., 1994). The survival of FeO-rich
silicates is inversely related to the intensity of thermal metamor-
phism which has affected some CRs (Kallemeyn et al., 1994).

2.4. Chondrules

Chondrules make up 40–60 vol.% of CR chondrites, and many
contain Fe–Ni-metal (3–10 vol.%) (Weisberg et al., 1989). Magne-
sian chondrules (normally <Fa5) are the dominant chondrule type,
constituting J 90% of CR chondrules (Weisberg et al., 1993;
Brearley and Jones, 1998; Krot et al., 2002; Kebukawa et al.,
2010; Schrader et al., 2010). Rarer Fe-rich type II chondrules have
a median olivine composition of Fa30, and also contain fine-grained
chromite (Johnson and Prinz, 1991; Schrader et al., 2010). Chon-
drule mesostasis is commonly feldspathic or chlorite- or serpen-
tine-rich (Weisberg et al., 1993). Some CR chondrules show the
presence of igneous and hydrated rims, usually with low Fe con-
tent (Harju et al., 2010).

2.5. Metal and magnetite

Fe–Ni metal abundance is on the order of 5–9 vol.%, largely
associated with chondrules (Krot et al., 2002), occurring as both
chondrule rims and in chondrule interiors (Ebel et al., 2008). Mag-
netite is also abundant, constituting between 1.2 and 8.1 vol.% of
CRs (Brearley and Jones, 1998). Sulfides generally occur in low
abundances (<0.1–1.3 wt.%; Brearley and Jones, 1998). Magnetite
is likely formed largely from oxidation of metal rather than from
phyllosilicates (Kallemeyn et al., 1994).

2.6. Refractory inclusions

Refractory inclusions are present (<0.1–2.6 vol.%) in CR chon-
drites (Brearley and Jones, 1998; Aléon et al., 2002; Krot et al.,
2002), with melilite, spinel (0–3% FeO). and Ca-pyroxene (<1%
FeO) being the most common constituents, along with accessory
hibonite (0–6% TiO2, <1% FeO) and perovskite (Brearley and Jones,
1998). The average areal abundance of CAIs in CR chondrites is
0.12% (Hezel et al., 2008).

2.7. Phyllosilicates

CR phyllosilicates compositions are difficult to determine due to
the presence of fine-grained, intimately-associated Fe-bearing
opaques. CR phyllosilicates consist predominantly of serpentine–
saponite intergrowths (Noguchi, 1995; Krot et al., 2002), with
serpentine usually dominating (Weisberg and Prinz, 2000). They
appear to contain �20–30% FeO (Weisberg and Prinz, 1991). Ser-
pentines appear to be compositionally most similar to those in
the Nogoya CM2 chondrite but more Fe-rich than serpentines in
other CM2, CI, and CV chondrites (Weisberg et al., 1993; Zolensky
et al., 1993). The more altered CR chondrites, including GRO 95577,
LEW 85332, and Renazzo, also contain chlorite and/or vermiculite
in chondrule mesostasis (Brearley, 1992; Weisberg et al., 1993;
Perronnet et al., 2007). Some CRs (e.g., LEW 85332) show evidence
of partial dehydration of their phyllosilicates (Tonui et al., 2001).

Analysis of the fine-grained silicates in CR matrices is compli-
cated by the common presence of fine-grained and dispersed me-
tal, Fe sulfides, and magnetite (e.g., Bischoff et al., 1993a; Abreu
and Brearley, 2008) and Fe oxyhydroxides (e.g., Brearley, 1992;
Bischoff et al., 1993b). CR phyllosilicates appear to be composition-
ally heterogeneous with Fe/(Fe + Mg) ranging from 0.25 to 0.90,
but most are Mg-rich (Fe/(Fe + Mg) < 0.45 (Brearley, 1992, 1997);
the lowest Fe/(Fe + Mg) ratios are found for phyllosilicates that
contain the lowest abundances of opaques (Noguchi, 1995), sug-
gesting that the phyllosilicates themselves are Mg-rich. Phyllosili-
cates in the GRO 95577 CR1 chondrite have Fe/(Fe + Mg) ratios of
�0.3–0.5 (Weisberg and Huber, 2007). Fe3+/Fe2+ data for CR phyllo-
silicates is lacking. A low Fe3+/Fe2+ ratio in phyllosilicates is sug-
gested by the generally reduced nature of CR chondrites
(Kallemeyn et al., 1994; Brearley, 1997).

2.8. Dark inclusions

Dark inclusions are abundant in CR chondrites, and consist of
fine-grained components, predominantly phyllosilicates (serpen-
tine intergrown with smectite minerals), as well as sulfides, car-
bonates, and magnetite framboids and platelets (Weisberg et al.,
1991, 1993; Bischoff et al., 1993a, 1993b; Brearley and Jones,
1998). Their bulk compositions are identical to the host matrix
(Weisberg et al., 1991). They comprise from 1 to 26 vol.% of CR2
chondrites (Weisberg et al., 1991). Dark-rimmed inclusions are
complex assemblages of chondrules, fragments, and refractory-rich
inclusions embedded in a fine-grained matrix (Weisberg et al.,
1991).

2.9. Aqueous alteration

The known CR chondrites span the range from petrologic type 1
to �3 (e.g., Brearley, 2006). As a result they show variability in
their degree of aqueous alteration. Where aqueous alteration ef-
fects are present, the resulting products more closely resemble
those in CI rather than in CM chondrites: e.g., the presence of
framboidal magnetite and carbonates and sulfides (e.g., Brearley,
2006). Comparison of a CR1 (GRO 95577) with a CR2 (Renazzo)
chondrite indicates that aqueous alteration results in the alteration
of olivine and pyroxene to phyllosilicates (largely serpentine, as
well as vermiculite and chlorite), and production of intermediate
S phases (Perronnet et al., 2007). Comparison of CR2s to less al-
tered CRs, such as MET 00426 and QUE 99177, suggests that the
less-altered CRs contain more amorphous silicates, composition-
ally more heterogeneous anhydrous silicates, and less phyllosili-
cates (McBride et al., 2001a, 2001b; Abreu and Brearley, 2006).

2.10. Carbon

Carbon content ranges from �1 to 3 wt.% (Ash and Pillinger,
1992; Pearson et al., 2006a, 2006b). The organic fraction in CR
chondrites shows some variations in structure with metamorphic
grade (Abreu and Brearley, 2006; Pearson et al., 2006a) and com-
parisons with other meteorites indicate that aqueous alteration
rather than thermal metamorphism has most affected CR chon-
drites (e.g., Pearson et al., 2006a; Kebukawa et al., 2010). Aqueous
alteration also affects the infrared properties of the organic matter
in CRs (Kebukawa et al., 2010). Lee et al. (1992) and Kallemeyn
et al. (1994) suggested that the CR chondrites experienced some
reduction during weak thermal metamorphism which occurred
prior to hydrothermal alteration. Differences in the composition
and structure of the organic matter can also be correlated with
the degree of aqueous alteration and to what extent this was
accompanied by thermal processes (Pearson et al., 2006a).
3. CR subgroups

The available CR chondrites in this study range from petrologic
grade 1 to 3 (e.g., Weisberg et al., 1993; Abreu and Brearley, 2006,
2008; Floss and Stadermann, 2008). CR subgroups and possible
petrologic sequences are discussed in more detail below. This pet-
rologic diversity strongly suggests that CR chondrites, as a group,
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will likely not exhibit a homogeneous set of spectral properties. An
additional factor is that the range of properties that define CRs as a
group is not yet well-established (e.g., Weisberg et al., 1993;
Kallemeyn et al., 1994; Krot et al., 2002). A third issue that can af-
fect the search for characteristic spectral properties is that most
CRs have been found in Antarctica and hot deserts, and hence are
affected to varying degrees by terrestrial weathering (e.g., Bland
et al., 2006; Schrader et al., 2011). Terrestrial weathering can be
a significant impediment to reliable analysis of CR reflectance
spectra, particularly as these meteorites contain abundant metal,
on the order of 5–8 wt.%, and sulfides, on the order of 1–4 wt.%
(Table 3; both of which can weather to Fe oxyhydroxides), and
low Fe-content silicates (which have weak absorption bands).
4. Experimental procedure

Many of the details of our experimental procedure have been
discussed in a previous paper in this series (Cloutis et al., 2011a).
A total of 14 CR chondrites, spanning a range of petrologic grades,
were included in this study (Tables 3 and 4). Reflectance spectra of
CR powders were measured at the RELAB facility at Brown Univer-
sity from 0.3 to 2.5 lm with 5 nm spectral resolution, in bidirec-
tional reflectance mode at i = 30� and e = 0�, relative to halon.
Details of the RELAB facility are available at the RELAB web site
(http://www.planetary.brown.edu/relab/), and sample powder
sizes and file identifications are provided in Table 3. As in our pre-
vious studies of CCs, we have applied continuum removal to the
spectra to isolate absorption features of interest and use various
metrics of spectral slope and overall reflectance to search for sys-
tematic spectral–compositional trends (Cloutis et al., 2011a,
2011b). Descriptions of the CRs are provided in Appendix A. The
CR reflectance spectra included in this study are shown in Fig. 1,
and are also available as an on-line supplement.
Table 3
CR chondrites used in this study (by petrologic type).

Meteorite Type/subtype

A-881595 CR2a

EET 87747 CR2b

ETT 87770 CR2b

EET 92042 CR2c

GRA 95229 CR2d

GRO 95577 CR1e, ungroupedf

LEW 85332 CR2g, COh, CIi

MAC 87300 CR2j; C3-ungroupedk; CMl; COm

MAC 87320 CR2n

MET 00426 CR3o; CR2p

PCA 91082 CR2q

QUE 99177 CR3o; CR2r

Renazzo CR2n; CMj

Y-743495 CR2a

a Yanai et al. (1995).
b Schwarz et al. (1989).
c Satterwhite et al. (1994).
d McBride and Mason (1997).
e Weisberg and Prinz (2000).
f Clayton and Mayeda (1999).
g Affinities to CR chondrites (Krot et al., 2002), petrographic grade
h Some affinities to CO chondrites (Rubin and Kallemeyn, 1990).
i Some affinities to CI chondrites (Brearley, 1997; Tonui et al., 200
j Zolensky (1991).
k Alexander et al. (2007).
l Affinities to CM chondrites (Kallemeyn, 1992; Krot et al., 1999).

m Krot et al. (1999).
n Weisberg et al. (1993).
o Floss and Stadermann (2008).
p McBride et al. (2001a).
q Satterwhite and Mason (1993).
r McBride et al. (2001b).
Continuum removal was applied to the CR spectra and constit-
uent minerals. We constructed a straight line continuum on either
side of the 1 lm region absorption feature tangent to the spectrum.
For the spectra without a good long wavelength tangent point, we
generally fixed the continuum in the 1.2–1.3 lm region if no longer
wavelength absorption features were apparent.

We also arbitrarily converted weathering grade to a rough nu-
meric scale to try to more numerically ascertain the spectrum-
altering effects of weathering. In this scheme, the Renazzo fall is
assigned a value of 0, weathering grade A is assigned a value of
1, weathering grade B is assigned a value of 2, weathering grade
B–B/C is assigned a value of 2.25, weathering grade B/C is assigned
a value of 2.5, and weathering grade C is assigned a value of 3.
Weathering grades were obtained from the original sample
descriptions as well as the study of Schrader et al. (2011).
5. Spectral properties of constituent phases

The spectral properties of the major constituent phases in CR
chondrites have been discussed in previous papers in this series
(Cloutis et al., 2011a, 2011b). Here we review some of the salient
properties. The major silicate minerals in CRs are low-Fe olivine,
low-Fe pyroxene, serpentine and saponite (with variable Fe con-
tents). Low-Fe silicates have weak absorption bands: near 0.85,
1.05, and 1.25 lm for olivine, near 0.9 and 1.9 lm for pyroxene,
near 0.9 and 1.1 lm for serpentine and saponite (Fig. 2). When
both Fe3+ and Fe2+ are present, an additional Fe3+–Fe2+ charge
transfer absorption band will appear in the 0.65–0.75 lm region
of serpentine and saponite (King and Clark, 1989; Clark et al.,
1990). The strength of these bands will depend on Fe2+ and Fe3+

contents. Chlorite and vermiculite are broadly similar to serpentine
and saponite in exhibiting Fe-associated absorption bands near 0.7,
0.9 and 1.1 lm (Fig. 2). At longer wavelengths, these phyllosilicates
Grain size (lm) RELAB file #

<125 c1mp39
<125 c1mb82
<250 c1sc98
<125 c1mp25
<125 c1mt48
<125 c1mp61
<125 c1mt17
<125 c1mp45

<75 c1ph56
<75 c1ph55
<75 c1ph48
<75 c1ph54

<100 c1mb58
<125 c1mp38

2: (Alexander et al., 2007).

2).

http://www.planetary.brown.edu/relab/


Table 4
Selected characteristics of CR chondrites included in this study.

Meteorite Petrologic
grade

Weathering
grade

0.9 lm band
depth (%)

0.6/0.5 lm
reflectance ratio

Reflectance near
0.8 lm peak (%)

2.4/0.8 lm
reflectance ratio

A-881595 2 C 2.9 1.46 8.5 0.98
EET 87747 2 B/C 3.0 1.61 11.7 1.16
EET 87770 2 B or B/C 3.5 1.50 11.2 1.19
EET 92042 2 B or B/C 4.7 1.50 10.9 1.13
GRA 95229 2 A 4.9 1.53 10.5 1.09
GRO 95577 1 B or B/C 5.9 1.26 7.1 1.00
LEW 85332 2 B/C 7.8 1.69 10.2 1.25
MAC 87300 2 B/C 1.2 1.16 4.3 1.05
MAC 87320 2 A 3.0 1.47 12.0 1.21
MET 00426 �3 B or B/C 3.8 1.55 12.7 1.15
PCA 91082 2 A/B or Be 3.3 1.61 12.7 1.20
QUE 99177 �3 B or Be 2.5 1.58 17.0 1.22
Renazzo 2 Fall 0.8 1.09 7.9 1.20
Y-793495 2 B 4.8 1.40 8.7 1.14
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exhibit metal–OH absorption bands near 2.31 lm (saponite),
2.32 lm (serpentine), 2.34 lm (chlorite), and 2.32 and 2.38 lm
(vermiculite). Metal, which is abundant in CRs relative to other car-
bonaceous chondrites, is red-sloped and spectrally featureless
(Fig. 2). The carbonaceous material is likely neutral to slightly
red sloped (Cloutis et al., 2011a).
6. Results

Analysis of the spectral reflectance properties of CR chondrites
is hampered by a number of factors: (1) the limited number of
CR spectra available; (2) the fact that this group appears to be more
mineralogically diverse than other carbonaceous chondrite groups;
(3) the sample suite includes samples ranging from petrologic
grades 1 to �3; (4) the pervasive weathering that is present in
many of the CRs may obscure primary lithologies; and (5) related
to the previous point, that Fe oxyhydroxides arising from terres-
trial weathering may dominate CR spectra, because the constituent
phases will likely exhibit only weak silicate absorption bands. Be-
cause all of the sample spectra included in this study are for pow-
ders that were sieved to only constrain their maximum grain size,
it suggests that, to first order, spectral properties such as band
depths and absolute reflectance can be compared across all sam-
ples, as reflectance spectra are most affected by the finest fraction
(Mustard and Hays, 1997).
6.1. The effects of terrestrial weathering

Pervasive terrestrial weathering, which results in the formation
of Fe oxyhydroxides, has been noted in nearly all of the CR chon-
drites included in this study (e.g., Schwarz et al., 1989; Rubin
and Kallemeyn, 1990; Satterwhite and Mason, 1993; Satterwhite
et al., 1994; Noguchi, 1995; McBride and Mason, 1997). The weath-
ering products that pervade many of the CRs includes a number of
Fe3+-bearing oxyhydroxides (Burns et al., 1995; Bland et al., 2006).
Buchwald and Clarke (1989) found that the primary Fe-bearing
weathering products in Antarctic meteorites are akaganéite
(b-FeOOH), goethite (a-FeOOH), lepidocrocite (c-FeOOH), and
maghemite (c-Fe2O3).

Reflectance spectra of a number of these Fe oxyhydroxides are
shown in Fig. 3. Limonite, a catch-all term for these materials, is
composed mostly of goethite. Limonite is characterized by low
reflectance below �0.5 lm due to intense Fe–O charge transfers,
an absorption edge between �0.5 and 0.6 lm, a weak band near
0.65 lm, a well-resolved Fe3+ spin-forbidden absorption band near
0.95 lm, an OH/H2O stretching overtone band in the 1.4–1.5 lm
region, an O–H stretching plus H–O–H bending combination fea-
ture near 1.9–2.0 lm, and declining reflectance beyond �2.15 lm
(e.g., Sherman et al., 1982; Morris et al., 1985) (Fig. 3). The 1.9–
2.0 lm band is not characteristic of pure goethite, which contains
no H2O, but rather reflects the fact that some H2O is invariably
present in other Fe oxyhydroxides that are present with goethite
in limonite.

The other common Fe oxyhydroxide weathering products are
spectrally similar to limonite. Akaganéite has a very pronounced
and steep absorption edge near 0.55 lm, a subdued 0.65 lm region
absorption band, an Fe3+ spin-forbidden band centered near
0.90 lm, and subdued longer wavelength bands (Fig. 3); it is super-
ficially similar to akaganéite spectra measured by other investiga-
tors (Sherman et al., 1982).

Goethite also shares many of the same spectral characteristics
as limonite (Fig. 3). It has low reflectance below �0.5 lm, a steep
absorption edge near 0.55 lm, a resolvable absorption band near
0.65 lm, and an Fe3+ spin-forbidden band centered near 0.90 lm.
Its longer wavelength bands are more subdued than limonite. Goe-
thite spectra measured by other investigators resemble the spec-
trum shown in Fig. 3, although the absorption edge is sometimes
steeper (Sherman et al., 1982; Morris et al., 1985). The 0.9 lm re-
gion absorption band may be composed of multiple bands due to
energy level splitting (Morris et al., 1985).

Lepidocrocite reflectance spectra are most similar to limonite:
low reflectance below �0.5 lm, a steep absorption edge in the
0.5–0.6 lm region, a variable strength Fe band in the 0.65–
0.7 lm region, an Fe3+ spin-forbidden band near 0.93–0.96 lm,
and variable strength bands in the 1.4–1.5 and 1.9–2.0 lm regions
(Fig. 3). Previously measured lepidocrocite spectra also exhibit
these features, but may differ in terms of relative band intensities
(Sherman et al., 1982; Morris et al., 1985).

Maghemite also has an absorption edge near 0.55 lm, low
reflectance at shorter wavelengths, an inflection near 0.65 lm, an
absorption band at 0.90 lm, and OH/H2O bands at 1.4–1.5 and
1.9–2.0 lm (Fig. 3). The latter two bands are attributable to OH/
H2O that is not integral to maghemite, as it is an anhydrous Fe
oxide. The diversity seen in maghemite spectra measured by other
investigators probably arises from incomplete oxidation of Fe to
Fe3+ (Sherman et al., 1982; Morris et al., 1985). Pure maghemite
should exhibit the absorption edge in the 0.5–0.6 lm region, a
resolvable absorption band near 0.63 lm, and a band minimum
near 0.92 lm (Morris et al., 1985).

From this overview, the presence of various Fe3+ oxyhydroxides
would be manifested most strongly by a decrease in reflectance be-
low �0.6 lm and an absorption band in the 0.90–0.95 lm region.
In reflectance spectra, Fe oxyhydroxides will be spectrally



Fig. 1. Reflectance spectra of CR and CR-related meteorites. Spectra have been grouped by petrologic and weathering grades (grain size, petrologic grade and weathering
grade are indicated for each meteorite). (a) CR1 (<125 lm; as well as a <100 lm spectrum of Orgueil); (b) CR2s: fall and least weathered samples; (c) CR2s: more weathered
samples; (d) CR3s; (e) ‘‘CR2-like’’ meteorites. Sample and spectral details are provided in Tables 3 and 4. All spectra measured at RELAB at i = 30� and e = 0�.
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dominant compared to mafic silicates below �1 lm (Sherman
et al., 1982). Further complicating the analysis of CR chondrites,
ferrihydrite in some CRs may be pre-terrestrial (Brearley, 1997).
Ferrihydrite is spectrally similar to the other Fe oxyhydroxides
discussed above (Fig. 3).

Weathering effects can potentially be gauged by focusing on
spectral properties below �1 lm, and a number of approaches
are possible. One approach is to use the 0.6/0.5 lm reflectance ra-
tio, which is >1 for the Fe oxyhydroxides discussed above.
Salisbury and Hunt (1974) found that this reflectance ratio
increases with increasing degree of weathering in ordinary
chondrites. They cautioned against its use for carbonaceous
chondrites because they may contain preterrestrial Fe3+-bearing
minerals, which would result in an anomalously high 0.6/0.5 lm
reflectance ratio suggestive of terrestrial weathering. In spite of
this, this reflectance ratio may be useful as a rough proxy of iron
oxyhydroxide abundance, regardless of its source.

As mentioned, an absorption feature near 0.9 lm is characteris-
tic of Fe oxyhydroxides. This wavelength region is also associated
with absorption bands attributable to Fe-bearing phyllosilicates,
olivine, and pyroxene, all of which are present in varying amounts
in CR chondrites. However, olivine has additional absorption bands



Fig. 2. Reflectance spectra of analogues of some phases present in CR chondrites. (a)
a terrestrial low-Fe olivine (Fa2.7), orthopyroxene from the Norton County aubrite
(Fs0.1), and metal from the Odessa iron meteorite (grain sizes indicated for each); (b)
low-Fe terrestrial chlorite, saponite, serpentine, and vermiculite (FeO and Fe2O3

contents and grain sizes indicated for each). All spectra measured at RELAB at i = 30�
and e = 0�.
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near 1.05 and 1.25 lm, while serpentine and saponite have an
additional absorption band near 1.1 lm. If the phyllosilicates are
Fe3+- and Fe2+-bearing, they will exhibit an additional band in
the 0.65–0.75 lm region. Low-Fe pyroxene has an additional
absorption band near 1.9 lm, which unfortunately overlaps with
the H2O stretch plus bend combination. However, as pyroxene is
relatively uncommon in CR chondrites, it is not expected to be a
significant contributor to CR spectra. These differences can poten-
tially be exploited to recognize spectral contributions from Fe oxy-
hydroxides to CR spectra and is discussed below.

Our approach to determining the possible spectral contribu-
tions from Fe oxyhydroxides has been to isolate absorption bands
in the 0.8–1.4 lm region by dividing out a straight line continuum
and seeing how the strength of an absorption band near 0.9 lm
compares to absorption features near 1.1 lm (expected if phyllosil-
icates are present), and 1.25 lm (expected if olivine is present), as
well as to the 0.6/0.5 lm ratio. We have also examined these fea-
tures against weathering class to assess how well this quick mea-
sure of terrestrial weathering intensity correlates with spectral
features.

6.2. Spectral properties of CRs

The reflectance spectra of the CRs included in this study are
shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen that they are generally weakly fea-
tured and are all neutral to red-sloped over the 1.3–2.5 lm inter-
val. While we searched for spectral features common to all CRs,
we did not expect to find any for a number of reasons: (1) the lim-
ited suite of samples (14 CRs); (2) the pervasive terrestrial weath-
ering affecting many CRs; (3) the mineralogical variability of the CR
group; and (4) the range of petrologic grades of our samples: CR1
to CR3. To assist in the search for possibly diagnostic absorption
bands, we performed continuum removal on all the CR spectra
(Fig. 4).

Overall reflectance was examined as a possible guide to dis-
criminating CR petrologic grades. As with most other spectral
parameters, it is expected to be affected by terrestrial weathering.
One trend that was observed is that overall reflectance decreases
with increasing preterrestrial aqueous alteration. Reflectance at
2.5 lm declines from 15% to 20% for CR3s, to between 9.5% and
15% for CR2, to 7% for the lone CR1 that was available (Fig. 1). Sim-
ilar systematic decreases were found for the absolute reflectance of
the local reflectance maximum or inflection near 0.8 lm (which is
expected to be more affected by Fe oxyhydroxides): 12.5–17.0% for
CR3s, 7.5–12.5% for CR2s, 7% for the CR1. This decline is consistent
with the generally higher opaque abundance in lower petrologic
grade CRs (Perronnet et al., 2007).

Based on the mineralogy and petrology of CRs, we expect that
the least altered CRs (CR3s) will have the greatest probability of
exhibiting absorption features attributable to olivine, even though
the bulk of the olivine is Fe-poor, and a high proportion of the ma-
trix silicates are amorphous or poorly crystalline. With increasing
aqueous alteration, serpentine and saponite form at the expense
of anhydrous silicates, and hence we would expect moderately al-
tered CRs (petrologic grade �2) to exhibit absorption features
attributable to both olivine and Fe-bearing phyllosilicates. At the
lowest petrologic grade (CR1), where phyllosilicates dominate over
anhydrous silicates, we would expect to find the best evidence for
phyllosilicate absorption features.

We would expect to find absorption features near a number of
wavelengths for these minerals (Table 5), with the 1.0–1.1 lm re-
gion being perhaps the best for detecting the presence, and deter-
mining the nature, of constituent CR silicates. The 0.7 lm region
would be best for determining the presence of Fe3+–Fe2+ bearing
phyllosilicates. The results of this analysis are presented below.
7. Discussion

As mentioned, our analysis of CR spectra is complicated by a
number of factors, and in this section we attempt to separate out
spectral properties attributable to CR mineralogy from terrestrial
weathering effects. The ensuing discussion is approached from
both terrestrial weathering and petrologic criteria. We have de-
vised a number of spectral metrics that help in this effort. We also
applied continuum removal to the 1 lm region of the CR spectra to
better view constituent absorption bands in this region and to aid
in the analysis.

One characteristic shared by all of the CR spectra is that they ex-
hibit absorption bands which are uniformly weak, and which are
largely confined to the 1 lm region. Absorption bands also appear
in some of the spectra in the 1.9 lm region, but absorptions in this
region are generally not diagnostic of CR mineralogy as they can
arise from any hydrated phase. In the CRs, they may contain
H2O-bearing primary phases, such as saponite, which could give
rise to a 1.9 lm feature, even in the absence of terrestrial
weathering.
7.1. Spectral metrics

The spectral metrics that we devised to aid in our analysis of CR
spectra are similar to those that were derived for analysis of CM



Fig. 3. Reflectance spectra of powdered terrestrial and synthetic samples of Fe oxyhydroxides, most of which are present in CR chondrites and weathered Antarctic meteorites
(Buchwald and Clarke, 1989). (a) limonite (from USGS spectral library, sample HS41.3); (b) akaganéite; (c) goethite; (d) lepidocrocite; (e) maghemite; (f) ferrihydrite. All
spectra measured at RELAB at i = 30� and e = 0�.
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spectra (Cloutis et al., 2011b), and include depth of the 0.9 lm
absorption feature, the 0.6/0.5 lm reflectance ratio, the absolute
reflectance of any maximum in the 0.7–0.8 lm region, and the
2.4/0.8 lm reflectance ratio (as a measure of spectral redness).

Utilizing weathering grade as one variable, we found positive
correlations with the 0.9 lm band depth and the 0.6/0.5 lm reflec-
tance ratio (Fig. 5). These correlations are strengthened if some of
the ‘‘anomalous’’ CR chondrites, A-881595, LEW 85332, and MAC
87300, are excluded. These trends are consistent with increasing
Fe oxyhydroxides with increasing weathering grade. It is also con-
sistent with the fact that increasing Fe oxyhydroxides do lead to a
steeper slope below�0.6 lm (as was found for ordinary chondrites
by Salisbury and Hunt (1974)), as well as a deeper 0.9 lm region
Fe3+ spin-forbidden absorption band. Pure Fe oxyhydroxides have
0.9 lm band depths of 17–45%, while their 0.6/0.5 lm ratios range
from 2.5 to 7.8. When the 0.9 lm band depth is compared to the
other metrics, we find a rough positive correlation with 0.6/
0.5 lm reflectance ratio, as expected if both features are attribut-
able, in large part, to Fe oxyhydroxides (this also follows from their
respective positive correlations with weathering grade).

The positive correlation found between 0.6/0.5 lm reflectance
ratio and 0.7 lm region absolute reflectance (Fig. 5) is also consis-



Fig. 4. Reflectance spectra of the CR chondrites shown in Fig. 1 after division by a straight line continuum (see text for details). For the CR1 chondrite shown on Fig. 2a, a
continuum was removed with the short wavelength end located at 0.70 or 0.79 lm.
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tent with the influence of Fe oxyhydroxides in this spectral region
(Sherman et al., 1982). While Fe oxyhydroxides have low reflec-
tance below �0.5–0.6 lm, their reflectance rises sharply in the
0.5–0.6 lm interval. In the region of the 0.7 lm local maximum,
absolute reflectance values for limonite are between �12% and
35%, while for other relevant Fe oxyhydroxides, such as goethite,
lepidocrocite and ferrihydrite, absolute reflectance values at this
peak range between 20% and 60% (e.g., Singer, 1981; Sherman
et al., 1982; Morris et al., 1985). By comparison, absolute reflec-
tance in this region for Renazzo, a CR fall, is �8%. Taking Renazzo
as a typical unweathered CR chondrite, we would therefore expect
increasing Fe oxyhydroxides to lead to higher reflectance near
0.7 lm and a steeper 0.5–0.6 lm slope. The various Fe oxyhydrox-
ides plot along the same general trend as the CR chondrites, but at
higher values of 0.7 lm peak reflectance and 0.6/0.5 lm reflec-
tance ratio (Fig. 5). By contrast, fine-grained (<45 lm) mafic sili-
cates and phyllosilicates generally have 0.6/0.5 lm ratios close to
1 and 0.7 lm peak reflectance values generally higher (>40%) than
the CR values. It should be noted however that the 0.6/0.5 lm ratio
and 0.7 lm absolute reflectance positive correlation can also be
exhibited by pure silicates, such as olivine or saponite, as a func-
tion of decreasing grain size. In the case of our CR spectra, they
are all of roughly equal grain sizes, and as a result the trend that
is seen is likely the result of terrestrial weathering rather than sil-
icate grain size variations.

While it is tempting to subdivide our sample suite into smaller
groups to search for spectral–compositional trends, we would run
the risk of finding apparent trends represented by too few mem-



Table 5
Possible or expected absorption features in CR chondrites.

Wavelength (lm) Cause

�0.65 Saponite Fe3+–Fe2+charge transfer (if the saponite contains both Fe3+ and Fe2+)
Fe oxyhydroxide Fe3+ spin forbidden band (only apparent in some Fe oxyhydroxides)

�0.7 Serpentine, chlorite, vermiculite Fe3+–Fe2+charge transfer (if these phyllosilicates contains both Fe3+ and Fe2+)
�0.9 Pre-existing or terrestrially produced Fe oxyhydroxides Fe3+ spin-forbidden band

Low-Fe orthopyroxene Fe2+ crystal field transition
Olivine M1 site Fe2+ crystal field transition
Saponite, serpentine, vermiculite, chlorite Fe2+ crystal field transition

�1.05 Olivine M2 site Fe2+ crystal field transition
Magnetite Fe2+ crystal field transition

�1.1 Saponite, serpentine, vermiculite, chlorite Fe2+ crystal field transition
�1.25 Olivine M1 site Fe2+ crystal field transition
�1.4 Phyllosilicate, Fe oxyhydroxide OH stretching overtone
�1.9 Low-Fe orthopyroxene Fe2+ crystal field transition

Phyllosilicate, Fe oxyhydroxide H2O stretching plus bending combination
2.3–2.4 Phyllosilicate metal–OH combination

Carbonate C–O stretching overtone

Fig. 5. Selected spectral-weathering and spectral–spectral relationships for the CR chondrites included in this study. Ranges or values for selected CR constituents and Fe
oxyhydroxides are also shown. (a) Weathering grade (see text for details) versus 0.9 lm band depth (Fe oxyhydroxides fall off the figure: band depths >17%); (b) weathering
grade versus 0.6/0.5 lm reflectance ratio (Fe oxyhydroxides fall off the figure: 0.6/0.5 lm ratios >2.5); (c) 0.9 lm band depth versus 0.6/0.5 lm reflectance ratio; meteoritic
metal is indicated by the open circle; the rectangle at the bottom of the figure indicates the region occupied by mafic silicates and phyllosilicates found in CR chondrites; the
arrow indicates the direction to the region occupied by Fe oxyhydroxides (which fall off the figure); (d) 0.6/0.5 lm reflectance ratio versus reflectance at peak or inflection
near 0.7 lm; arrows indicate the direction to the regions occupied by CR silicates, and Fe oxyhydroxides (which fall off the figure). On all these figures, squares indicate
accepted CR chondrites, circles indicate possible CR chondrites (A-881595, LEW88332, and MAC 87300).
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bers to be reliable. As an alternative, we have examined the contin-
uum-removed CR spectra to better reveal what phases may be con-
tributing to their reflectance spectra in a more qualitative way
(Fig. 4).
7.2. Weathering effects

Weathering effects can probably be best isolated by comparing
CRs of similar petrologic grade but different weathering grades.
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There are enough CR2 spectra to enable this (Table 4). Sato and
Miyamoto (1998) measured 2.5–5.0 lm reflectance spectra of a
number of CR2 chondrites. They attributed the absorption feature
in the 3 lm region to a combination of preexisting phyllosilicates
and hydrated weathering products. As expected, Renazzo, a CR2
fall, had the lowest 3 lm region integrated intensity, consistent
with its low abundance of weathering products. This lends cre-
dence to the use of Renazzo as the best example of an unweathered
CR2 chondrite.

To a first approximation, the CR2 chondrites should be similar
to CM2 chondrites because of broadly similar mineralogies. Specif-
ically they should show a complex absorption feature in the 1 lm
region with absorption bands near 0.9 lm (attributable to olivine,
pyroxene, and serpentine/saponite), 1.05 lm (attributable to oliv-
ine), 1.1 lm (attributable to serpentine/saponite), and 1.25 lm
(attributable to olivine). The relative intensities of these bands will
vary depending on olivine: phyllosilicate ratios, and should be
weaker than corresponding bands in CM2s, because of the lower
Fe content of CR silicates (Cloutis et al., 2011b).

The most weathered CR2s, EET 87747, EET 87770, and EET 92042,
all display a prominent 0.9 lm absorption feature (Fig. 4). Of these,
only EET 92042 shows a possible olivine-associated absorption band
near 1.05 lm. The slightly less weathered Y-793495 spectrum
shows a possible olivine-associated absorption band near 1.25 lm
(Fig. 4). The less weathered CR2s, GRA 95229, PCA 91082, and
MAC 87320, all show an asymmetric absorption feature in the
0.9–1.2 lm region as well as an inflection near 1.1 lm. These char-
acteristics are suggestive of a spectral contribution from serpentine/
saponite. Interestingly, Renazzo, the least weathered CR2, shows
only weak absorption in this wavelength region, and individual
absorption bands are hard to discern. In the Renazzo spectrum,
the possible absorption feature near 1.1 lm is consistent with ser-
pentine/saponite, while the overall region of broad absorption is
consistent with a spectral contribution from magnetite, which is
abundant in this meteorite (Mason and Wiik, 1962). Renazzo should
be the best representative of unweathered CR2 chondrites, as weak
absorption bands in the 1 lm region are consistent with an assem-
blage of low Fe-content silicates and finely dispersed opaques. The
narrow feature near 0.87 lm is likely an artifact of continuum re-
moval as bands are weak and small variations in reflectance are
hence sensitive to the choice of continuum end points.

Examination of the other CR spectra reveals similar trends. For
example, the spectra of the two CR3s, MET 00426 and QUE 99177,
which are of weathering grade B or B/C, are dominated by a prob-
able Fe oxyhydroxide absorption band centered near 0.92 lm. The
long wavelength wing of this feature shows no good evidence of
mafic silicate or phyllosilicate absorption bands. The lack of mafic
silicate bands is consistent with the low Fe content of their oli-
vines. The three ‘‘anomalous’’ CR chondrites, A-881595, MAC
87300, and LEW 85332, all of weathering class B/C or C, show
the expected Fe oxyhydroxide feature near 0.92 lm (Fig. 4).

7.3. ‘‘Anomalous’’ CR chondrites

The three ‘‘anomalous’’ CR chondrites included in this study
(A-881595, LEW88332, and MAC 87300) show some spectroscopic
differences from the regular CR chondrites. The continuum-re-
moved spectrum of A-881595 shows a region of broad absorption
extending from �0.8 to �1.4 lm (Fig. 4). Petrologic data is limited
for A-881595, consequently we can make no confident determina-
tions concerning its composition. The presence of both magnetite
and olivine is suggested by the broadness of the 0.9–1.3 lm
absorption feature, band minimum near 1.0 lm (magnetite), and
broad absorption feature centered near 1.25 lm (olivine). An infra-
red spectrum of this meteorite measured by Sato and Miyamoto
(1998) shows no significant differences in the 3 lm region com-
pared to other CR chondrites. Its 3 lm region integrated intensity
is at the low end of, but consistent with, other Antarctic CR2 chon-
drites. This weaker 3 lm band, if correlated with Fe oxyhydroxide
abundances at some level, could allow silicate absorption bands to
become more apparent in the reflectance spectrum.

LEW 85332 may be closer to petrologic grade 3 than 2, because
it shows only minor evidence of aqueous alteration (Brearley,
1997). Its olivine composition averages Fa9 (Sears et al., 1991)
and the hydrated silicates in the matrix show high elemental totals
indicative of thermal metamorphism (Tonui et al., 2001). The con-
tinuum removed 1 lm region (Fig. 4) shows evidence of Fe oxyhy-
droxides (a band near 0.9 lm, consistent with its heavily
weathered appearance; Brearley, 1997), magnetite (absorption
near 1.0 lm, and olivine (an inflection near 1.05 lm and weaker
feature near 1.25 lm). The presence of some phyllosilicates is sug-
gested by a possible weak inflection near 1.1 lm. The weakness of
this band is consistent with its higher petrographic grade; Fe-bear-
ing olivine, magnetite, and Fe-rich phyllosilicates are all present in
this meteorite (Satterwhite and Mason, 1988; Zolensky, 1991;
Zolensky et al., 1993).

MAC 87300 contains olivine, mostly near Fa0, and some
serpentine and saponite in its matrix (Zolensky, 1991). Its contin-
uum-removed 1 lm region shows evidence of Fe oxyhydroxides
(absorption band near 0.92 lm), olivine (absorption band near
1.03 lm), and serpentine/saponite (absorption band near 1.1 lm).
Its spectrum suggests that Fe oxyhydroxides, olivine, and phyllosil-
icates are all sufficiently abundant to contribute to the reflectance
spectrum.

7.4. Petrologic grade

The limited sample size and pervasive weathering in many of
the samples obscures the search for trends as a function of petro-
logic grade. The best evidence of phyllosilicates in the only avail-
able CR1 chondrite, GRO 95577 (weathering grade B or B/C), is
the 1.1 lm absorption feature, evident as a prominent inflection
in the continuum removed spectra. GRO 95577 contains serpen-
tine, vermiculite, and chlorite, all of which can manifest a 1.1 lm
absorption band (Fig. 2). The CR2 chondrites, GRA 95229 and
MAC 87320 (both weathering grade A), shows absorption features
consistent with both olivine (inflection near 1.05 lm) and phyllo-
silicates (inflection near 1.1 lm), as expected. The two CR3 spectra,
MET 00426 and QUE 99177, are dominated by the Fe oxyhydroxide
band near 0.92 lm. They do not show good evidence of a phyllos-
ilicate band near 1.1, but the QUE 99177 spectrum has a possible
olivine inflection near 1.03 lm. Although Fe oxyhydroxides are a
major contributor to the 1 lm region, it appears that increasing
aqueous alteration does result in the appearance of a more prom-
inent phyllosilicate absorption band near 1.1 lm, and less evidence
of an olivine absorption band near 1.05 lm.

7.5. Other spectral features

The CR1 GRO 95577 spectrum has some similarities to CI1 spec-
tra, including low overall reflectance (<10%), and a phyllosilicate
absorption band near 1.1 lm (Cloutis et al., 2011a). The spectrum
of the CR1 chondrite GRO 95577 exhibits a weak absorption band
in the 2.35 lm region. An absorption band in this region has also
been seen in a spectrum of the CI1 chondrite Orgueil (Cloutis
et al., 2011a). The position of this band is most consistent with ver-
miculite which is likely the most abundant phyllosilicate in this
meteorite (25 vol.%; Perronnet et al., 2007); in Orgueil it is likely
associated with serpentine as vermiculite is absent. Fe oxyhydrox-
ides become increasingly transparent at longer wavelengths, there-
fore phyllosilicate absorption bands could become visible in this
region. The reason for the lack of an absorption band in this region
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in other CR spectra is not known, but is likely due to the high phyl-
losilicate abundance in GRO 95577 compared to other CR chon-
drites (Perronnet et al., 2007).

In contrast to the CM2 spectra, the CR2 spectra lack a prominent
absorption band near 0.7 lm (Fig. 6). In CM2 spectra, this feature is
attributed to Fe2+–Fe3+ charge transfers in the phyllosilicates. Ana-
lytical data concerning Fe3+ and Fe2+ abundances in CR phyllosili-
cates are lacking. However, the fact that CRs are generally more
reduced than other CCs (Ash and Pillinger, 1992; Kallemeyn
et al., 1994) suggests that the CR phyllosilicates will be Fe3+-poor,
resulting in a lack of prominent absorption band in this region.
Only the spectrum of the most phyllosilicate-rich CR chondrite,
GRO 95577, exhibits a possible absorption band in this region.

Three of the CRs, MET 00426 (CR3), QUE 99177 (CR3), and Rena-
zzo (CR2), contain appreciable amounts of pyroxene: ‘‘abundant’’
in MET 00426 (Fs1–4; McBride et al., 2001a), ‘‘abundant’’ in QUE
99177 (Fs1–7; McBride et al., 2001b), and 23 vol.% in Renazzo (aver-
age Fs3.4; McSween, 1977; Perronnet et al., 2007). Fe-bearing
pyroxenes exhibit absorption bands near 0.9 and 1.9 lm (Cloutis
and Gaffey, 1991). Unfortunately, these pyroxene absorption bands
could be obscured by Fe oxyhydroxide bands that occur near
0.9 lm, and by Fe oxyhydroxide and phyllosilicate bands that
may occur in the 1.9 lm region (e.g., Figs. 2 and 3). The least
weathered CR, Renazzo, does show a broad region of absorption
from �0.8 to 1.3 lm, which may include a contribution from
pyroxene, but its presence is not apparent (Fig. 4). In the 1.9 lm re-
gion, none of these CR spectra exhibit convincing evidence for a
pyroxene absorption band.

7.6. Metal and spectral slopes

The presence of appreciable metal in CRs (up to �20 wt.%;
Brearley and Jones, 1998; Weisberg et al., 1988, 1993) could cause
a measurable reddening of spectral slope. All of the CR spectra are
spectrally red over the 1.3–2.5 lm interval, where the effects of Fe
oxyhydroxides and silicates are expected to be minimal. The GRO
95577 CR1 chondrite, which has the lowest metal abundance
(2.5 vol.%), is also the least red-sloped. The unweathered Renazzo
CR2 has among the highest 2.4/0.8 lm reflectance ratio (1.20); this
value ranges from 0.98 to 1.25 for the full CR suite. This ratio for
pure <45 lm size metal is 1.74. The 2.4/0.58 lm reflectance ratio
for olivine (which utilizes the local reflectance maximum of olivine
at 0.58 lm) increases from 1.12 for pure olivine to 1.35 for a mix-
ture of 75 wt.% olivine and 25 wt.% meteoritic metal (Cloutis et al.,
1990). These results suggest that the abundant metal in CRs may
Fig. 6. 0.7 lm region versus 0.9 lm band depth for the CR chondrites (same
symbols as in Fig. 5). The region occupied by CM chondrites is indicated by the
polygon. Fe oxyhydroxides fall off the figure (0.9 lm band depths >17%).
cause some overall reddening. However, metal is not homoge-
neously distributed in all CRs. In some cases it is mostly present
in chondrules, and in others in matrix (Lee et al., 1992; Kallemeyn
et al., 1994; Abreu and Brearley, 2004; Ebel et al., 2008).

However spectral slope as an indication of the presence of Fe–Ni
metal is not a reliable metric on its own, as CR constituents can
have an overall neutral slope (e.g., olivine), a red slope (e.g., Fe-rich
phyllosilicates), or a blue slope (e.g., Fe-poor serpentine). In addi-
tion, the other opaques that are present in CRs, such as carbona-
ceous matter or magnetite, can also affect overall slopes (Cloutis
et al., 2011b). CM falls (Cloutis et al., 2011b) with similar grain
sizes to the CRs included in this study, have spectral slopes that
range from slightly blue to red, and as CMs do not contain appre-
ciable metal, other components must account for the diversity of
spectral slopes. As a result, overall spectral slope is not a good cri-
terion for recognition of CR chondrites.
7.7. Subdued spectral features

While the available CR spectra exhibit evident absorption fea-
tures in the 0.9 lm region, closer inspection and reference to their
mineralogy strongly suggests that this feature is attributable to
terrestrial Fe oxyhydroxide weathering products. The least altered
CR chondrite, Renazzo, a fall, has the most subdued absorption fea-
tures in this region (Figs. 1 and 4). The weakness of silicate absorp-
tion bands in CR spectra is probably attributable to a combination
of factors: presence of fine-grained and finely dispersed opaques;
low Fe content of the anhydrous silicates; possible low Fe content
of the phyllosilicates; and high abundance of poorly crystalline and
amorphous silicates (in the matrices of CR3 chondrites). Each of
these factors will play a role in reducing silicate absorption band
depths. In particular, fine-grained and finely-dispersed opaques
at abundances found in CR chondrites can be very effective at
reducing silicate absorption band depths (Cloutis et al., 2011a,b).
Thus, the lack of deep and well-resolved silicate absorption bands
in CR spectra is probably a consequence of their unique petrology.
8. CR chondrite asteroid parent bodies

The general lack of CR chondrite reflectance spectra has likely
been the main impediment to searches for CR chondrite asteroid
parent bodies and one which this study was designed to address.
Hiroi et al. (1993, 1997) included Renazzo in a meteorite–asteroid
spectral comparison study, but found no good asteroid counterparts
among the C, G, B, and F asteroids included in their study. They also
found that Renazzo plots along a positive trend of UV versus 3 lm
absorption band strength, with Renazzo falling in the region sug-
gestive of low or no thermal metamorphism (Hiroi et al., 1996). Sato
et al. (1997) searched for asteroidal counterparts to various CCs on
the basis of an absorption feature in the 3 lm region. They found
that Renazzo was well matched to Asteroid 2 Pallas on the basis
of 3.20/2.53 and 2.90/2.53 lm reflectance ratios and overall spec-
tral shape in the 2.5–2.6 lm region. However, in the 0.3–2.5 lm re-
gion, Pallas and Renazzo are not well matched in terms of overall
spectral slope and UV absorption edge (Hiroi et al., 1993). Sato
and Miyamoto (1998) extended their earlier search (Sato et al.,
1997) to include more CR chondrite spectra. They found that the
3 lm region of Antarctic CR chondrite spectra differed from that
of Renazzo. They were unable to find matches between these CR
spectra and C, B, G, and F asteroids. They attributed the spectral dif-
ferences and lack of a match to asteroid spectra to the presence of
terrestrial weathering products in the Antarctic CR chondrites,
which affected their 3 lm region spectral properties.

From our study of CR reflectance spectra we can enumerate the
spectral features expected to be associated with CR parent bodies:
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CR1: (only Fe2+ phyllosilicate-associated absorption features in the
0.7–1.2 lm region) low reflectance (<10%), flat overall spectral
slope, weak 0.9 and 1.1 lm phyllosilicate absorption bands, weak
or absent 0.65–0.75 lm Fe3+–Fe2+ phyllosilicate charge transfer
absorption band, possible weak phyllosilicate metal–OH absorp-
tion band in the 2.3–2.4 lm region; CR2: (Fe2+ phyllosilicate- and
low-Fe olivine-associated absorption features) moderate overall
reflectance (�8–12%), reddish overall spectral slope, weak 0.9
and 1.1 lm silicate absorption bands, weak 0.9, 1.05, and
1.25 lm olivine absorption bands, and extremely weak or absent
0.65–0.75 lm Fe3+–Fe2+ phyllosilicate charge transfer absorption
band; CR3: (low-Fe olivine absorption features) higher overall
reflectance (�12–17%), red spectral slope, 0.9, 1.05, and 1.25 lm
olivine absorption bands, no phyllosilicate-associated absorption
features.
9. Comparison of CR, CM, and CI chondrites

CR, CM, and CI chondrites are the three major carbonaceous
chondrite groups that have been significantly affected by aqueous
alteration. Each group shows spectral characteristics that can be
related to their mineralogies. It is difficult to define a ‘‘typical’’
CI, CM, or CR chondrite, as each group exhibits spectral variations,
even within a single meteorite (Cloutis et al., 2011a, 2011b). Fig. 7
shows reflectance spectra of similar grain size (<90 or <100 lm)
spectra of Orgueil (CI1), Murchison (CM2), and Renazzo (CR2).
Orgueil and CI1 powder spectra are characterized by low overall
reflectance (<10%), overall spectral slopes that vary from blue to
red, and frequent weak (<5% deep) absorption bands in the 1 lm
region. CM spectra have a wide range of maximum absolute reflec-
tance (up to 20%) as well as nearly ubiquitous absorption bands
near 0.7, 0.9, and 1.1 lm (all attributable to Fe-bearing phyllosili-
cates); their spectral slopes can range from blue to red. CR chon-
drites also exhibit a wide range of absolute reflectance for
powdered sample spectra (up to 21%), and are neutral to red
sloped, likely due to the presence of Fe–Ni metal, as well as terres-
trial Fe oxyhydroxide weathering products in most cases. They ap-
pear to be largely devoid of silicate absorption bands, particularly
the 0.7 lm Fe3+–Fe2+ charge transfer feature seen in CM chondrites.
10. Summary and conclusions

CR chondrites are characterized by a unique reduced mineral-
ogy. Interpretation of their reflectance spectra is hampered by
the presence of Fe oxyhydroxide terrestrial weathering products.
The most obvious manifestation of this terrestrial weathering is
an absorption band near 0.9 lm. This absorption band is particu-
larly troublesome because CR chondrites are expected to exhibit
silicate absorption bands in this region.

The reduced nature of CR chondrites translates into low Fe-
content mafic silicates which have reduced absorption band depths
relative to more Fe-rich mafic silicates, such as are found in other
CCs. In addition, some proportion of the mafic silicates in CRs is
poorly crystalline or amorphous (Floss and Stadermann, 2009a),
further reducing possible absorption band depths. The presence
of fine-grained and finely-dispersed opaques will also reduce the
depths of any mafic silicate absorption bands.

With increasing aqueous alteration, anhydrous mafic silicates
are progressively converted into a variety of phyllosilicates, includ-
ing saponite, serpentine, vermiculite and chlorite. These phyllosil-
icates can all exhibit absorption bands near 0.9 and 1.1 lm when
they are Fe2+-bearing. The presence of various fine-grained and fi-
nely-dispersed opaques will reduce phyllosilicate absorption band
depths (and overall reflectance), but the fact that a number of the
CR chondrites exhibit a 1.1 lm phyllosilicate absorption band sug-
gests that phyllosilicates are abundant enough and contain suffi-
cient Fe2+ to be spectrally detectable even when the CR spectra
are affected by pervasive terrestrial alteration.

If the CR phyllosilicates contain both Fe3+ and Fe2+, we would
expect to see an absorption band in the 0.65–0.7 lm region due
to Fe3+–Fe2+ charge transfers. This feature is seen in CM chondrite
spectra in association with the 1.1 lm phyllosilicate Fe2+ crystal
field transition. CM chondrites are known to contain Fe3+–Fe2+-
bearing phyllosilicates. Its absence in CR spectra suggests that CR
spectra contain little or no Fe3+, and this appears to be a diagnostic
difference between CM and CR spectra. CR chondrites contain more
Fe–Ni metal than other common CC groups, up to �20 wt.%, which
results in overall red slopes for CR2 and CR3 chondrites. The results
of this study should be useful for identifying possible CR parent
bodies.
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Appendix A. Composition of individual CRs included in this
study

A.1. A-881595 (CR2; C-ungrouped; weathering grade C)

This meteorite was classified as a CR2 chondrite by Yanai et al.
(1995), and more recently suggested as possibly being a CK chon-
drite on the basis of oxygen isotopes (Schrader et al., 2011). Olivine
and pyroxene compositions are Fa0.3–1.4 (average Fa0.7) and Fs0.4–2.3

(average Fs0.9), respectively (Yanai et al., 1995). This meteorite was
classified as not thermally metamorphosed because it exhibits an
absorption feature near 0.7 lm and band shape and strength in
the 3 lm region is dissimilar to known thermally metamorphosed
C chondrites (Hiroi et al., 1997).
A.2. EET 87747 (CR2; weathering grade B/C)

This meteorite is likely paired with EET 87770 (Schwarz et al.,
1989). It consists of a black or reddish-brown matrix with close-
packed, abundant light and yellowish chondrules and lithic clasts
(Schwarz et al., 1989). The matrix consists of phyllosilicates
with abundant metal and little sulfide and extensive terrestrial



Fig. 7. Reflectance spectra of powdered samples of Orgueil (CI1,<100 lm), Murch-
ison (CM2,<90 lm), and Renazzo (CR2,<100 lm).
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(limonitic) staining; olivine and pyroxene are magnesian, averag-
ing Fa2 and Fs2, respectively (Schwarz et al., 1989).

A.3. EET 87770 (CR2; weathering grade B or B/C)

This meteorite is likely paired with EET 87747 (Schwarz et al.,
1989). It consists of a black or reddish-brown matrix with close-
packed, abundant light and yellowish chondrules and lithic clasts
(Schwarz et al., 1989). Optical point counting gives 63.1 vol.%
chondrules plus fragments, 0.7 vol.% refractory inclusions,
34.4 vol.% matrix, and 1.8 vol.% dark inclusions (Weisberg et al.,
1993). The mineral fraction comprises 89.8 vol.% silicates,
2.7 vol.% sulfides, and 7.5 vol.% Fe–Ni-metal (Weisberg et al.,
1993). It contains large chondrule-free phyllosilicate patches (Kal-
lemeyn et al., 1994). Olivine composition peaks at Fa2, with most
analyses falling between Fa0 and Fa6; pyroxene compositions
mostly range from Fs1 to Fs5 (Kallemeyn et al., 1994). Fe/(Fe + Mg)
of the matrix ranges from 0.40 to 0.70, while saponite ranges from
0.45 to 0.55 (Zolensky et al., 1993).

The matrix consists of phyllosilicates with abundant metal and
little sulfide and extensive terrestrial limonitic staining; olivine
and pyroxene are magnesian, averaging Fa2 and Fs2, respectively
(Schwarz et al., 1989). The matrix composition is similar to CM chon-
drites, but S content (3.3 wt.%) is higher than CV and CO chondrites
(Zolensky, 1991). The dominant matrix mineral is olivine but the
matrix also contains locally intergrown saponite and serpentine (Zo-
lensky, 1991). Matrix averages Fe/(Fe + Mg) of 0.52, and 3.29 wt.% S
(Zolensky et al., 1993), while matrix phyllosilicate Fe/(Fe + Mg)
ranges from 0.25 to 0.65 (Zolensky et al., 1993). The absence of ma-
trix tochilinite suggests a maximum alteration temperature of
150 �C and that aqueous alteration was brief and non-pervasive
(Zolensky, 1991). FeO-rich chondrules are scarce and consist largely
of olivine (one such chondrule has Fa30) (Connolly et al., 2003, 2007).
Carbon content has been determined as 1.2 wt.% (Bischoff et al.,
1993b), or 1.42 wt.% (Pearson et al., 2006a), some of which may be
associated with carbonates.

A.4. EET 92042 (CR2; weathering grade B or B/C)

This meteorite is moderately to heavily oxidized with surficial
evaporite deposits, and the interior is rusty brown to black in color
with numerous chondrules/inclusions (Satterwhite et al., 1994). It
can be paired with a number of other CR2 chondrites (Satterwhite
et al., 1994). This meteorite is a breccia; mineral and lithic frag-
ments are common in some regions of the matrix, and dark inclu-
sions are also present (Abreu and Brearley, 2004). It contains a
close-packed aggregate of chondrules and chondrule fragments in
an opaque matrix that contains 10–20 vol.% Fe–Ni metal as globules
and rimming chondrules, as well as fine-grained disseminated troi-
lite in small amounts (Satterwhite et al., 1994). It contains 28.9 vol.%
matrix (Alexander et al., 2007). The matrix is heterogeneous, but
most areas are similar to other CR chondrites, as indicated by mag-
netite framboids and platelets, calcite, and sulfides (Abreu and
Brearley, 2004). The fine-grained groundmass may consist of phyllo-
silicates (Abreu and Brearley, 2004). Most chondrules consist of oliv-
ine or olivine–pyroxene, and most of the mineral grains are Mg-rich
(olivine: Fa1–32; pyroxene Fs2–10) (Satterwhite et al., 1994). It con-
tains a distinct group of partially melted chondrules with ubiquitous
metal blebs in or on the rims (Lofgren, 2001). The macromolecular
organic matter appears to be very primitive (Busemann et al.,
2006). It contains 0.46 wt.% C (Alexander et al., 2007), and the frac-
tion of aromatic carbon is 0.44 (Cody et al., 2003).
A.5. GRA 95229 (CR2; weathering grade A)

GRA 95229 is classified as CR2 although the matrix abundance is
unusually low (McBride and Mason, 1997). Its matrix is dark with
numerous chondrules that have weathered to a yellowish color
(McBride and Mason, 1997). It has a close packed aggregate of
chondrules and chondrule fragments in a small amount of black ma-
trix that contains�10 vol.% Fe–Ni metal and a little troilite (McBride
and Mason, 1997). Most of the olivine is close to Fa0, with a few Fe-
rich grains; pyroxene composition is Fs2–4 (McBride and Mason,
1997). The matrix is heterogeneous in terms of its distribution and
contains fine-grained silicate-rich material, magnetite, and rare sul-
fides, mixed with mineral and chondrule fragments; some regions
are as magnetite-rich as Renazzo (Abreu and Brearley, 2008). The
matrix is more Fe-rich than Renazzo and Al Rais, but not as rich as
MET 00426; Fe/(Fe + Mg) ranges from �0.3 to �0.75 (Abreu and
Brearley, 2008). It contains 0.68 wt.% C (Alexander et al., 2007).
The presence of magnetite indicates some aqueous alteration (Abreu
and Brearley, 2008).
A.6. GRO 95577 (CR1; C-ungrouped; weathering grade B or B/C)

Modal analysis indicates the following vol.% abundances: Fe–Ni-
metal (2.5%), magnetite (1.1%), pyrrhotite (1.1%), intermediate S
phase (5.0%), matrix (45.6%), olivine (0%), pyroxene (0%), vermiculite
(25.2%), feldspathic mesostasis (0%), chamosite mesostasis (0%), cli-
nochlore mesostasis (13.2%), and Ca-carbonate (6.4%) (Perronnet
et al., 2007). It appears to be the more aqueously altered than the
Renazzo CR2 chondrite (Perronnet et al., 2007). Compared to Rena-
zzo, GRO 95577 contains more magnetite and sulfide, intermediate
S phases, opaque phases, vermiculite, and clinochlore mesostasis,
and no olivine or pyroxene (Perronnet et al., 2007). The absence of
anhydrous silicates led to its classification as a CR1 chondrite
(Weisberg and Prinz, 2000). The matrix comprises �30 vol.% and is
composed of phyllosilicates, magnetite and sulfides; Ca-rich carbon-
ates were also observed (Weisberg and Prinz, 2000; Weisberg and
Huber, 2007). The phyllosilicates are largely serpentine, with minor
amounts of chlorite (Weisberg and Prinz, 2000). Most of the metal
has been converted to magnetite (Weisberg and Prinz, 2000). The
chondrules are completely hydrated, consisting almost entirely of
serpentine-rich phyllosilicates (plus saponite), magnetite and sul-
fides (Weisberg and Huber, 2007). It possesses abundant dark inclu-
sions and fine-grained carbonates (Tyra et al., 2010). It contains
0.78 wt.% C (Alexander et al., 2007). It has an oxygen isotopic compo-
sition unlike any other meteorite; it is closest to Renazzo but does
not appear to be a CR chondrite according to Clayton and Mayeda
(1999).
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A.7. LEW 85332 (CR2; C2 – ungrouped; CO-like; CI-like; weathering
grade B/C)

The meteorite consists of �28 vol.% matrix, 57 vol.% chondrules
and silicate grains, 0.05 vol.% refractory inclusions, and 8 vol.% opa-
ques (Rubin and Kallemeyn, 1990). It has a high abundance
(�30 vol.%) of heavily hydrated matrix, anhydrous chondrules,
and CAIs (Krot et al., 2002).

The current and estimated pre-terrestrial abundances of me-
tal are �1 and 14 wt.% (6–7 vol.%) (Rubin and Kallemeyn, 1990).
Tonui et al. (2001) describe LEW 85332 as consisting mainly of
chondrules, silicate aggregates, Fe–Ni-metal and sulfides (mostly
troilite). This unequilibrated meteorite has a matrix that is
more Fe-rich than CI chondrites and is dominated by interlay-
ered serpentine/saponite, with minor magnetite, troilite, and
ferrihydrite, as well as rare olivine and pyroxene (Brearley,
1997).

Matrix occurs in three forms, with the dominant form being
a dark opaque compositionally heterogeneous material; it is ex-
tremely fine-grained (<1 lm) containing larger grains of magne-
tite and sulfides. The matrix is composed of phyllosilicates
(no olivine or pyroxene), predominantly saponitic clay with
subordinate serpentine and minor chlorite, and Fe/(Fe + Mg) ra-
tios for the phyllosilicates range from 0.25 to 0.90 (Brearley,
1992). Brearley (1997) describes the matrix as consisting of
fine-grained interlayered serpentine and saponite (Fe/
(Fe + Mg) = 0.25–0.9).

Olivine composition is concentrated at Fa1–5, but individual
grains range up to Fa37 (Rubin and Kallemeyn, 1990). Mason
et al. (1992) gives olivine composition as ranging from Fa2 to
Fa37 (mean Fa9), while Sears et al. (1991) indicate an average
olivine composition of Fa9. Pyroxene composition is concentrated
at Fs2–6, with individual analyses ranging up to Fs30 (Rubin and
Kallemeyn, 1990). C and S contents are 0.69 and 2.7 wt.%,
respectively (Hartmetz et al., 1989), or 0.20 wt.% C (Alexander
et al., 2007).

The ferrihydrite in LEW 85332 may be the result of terrestrial
weathering (Brearley, 1997), which is extensive (Rubin and
Kallemeyn, 1990). It shows only minor evidence of aqueous
alteration but extensive pervasive terrestrial alteration: Fe–Ni
metal altered to iron oxides and hydroxides (Brearley, 1997). It
is likely of petrographic grade 2 (Alexander et al., 2007).

It has some similarities to CR chondrites (Krot et al., 2002). It
most closely resembles CO chondrites in terms of matrix:chon-
drule ratio and olivine compositional distribution (Rubin and
Kallemeyn, 1990). It may be a CO chondrite that underwent
alteration prior to parent body accretion (Tonui et al., 2002).
Magnetite framboids and intergrowths of saponite and serpen-
tine are consistent with CI chondrites; Fe-rich serpentine (cron-
stedtite), tochilinite, and iron sulfides are absent (Brearley,
1997). However, unlike CI chondrites, the matrix and phyllosili-
cates of LEW 85332 are more Fe-rich and magnetite abundance
is lower (Brearley, 1997). It may represent the early stages of
formation of a CI-like mineral assemblage (Brearley, 1997), but
the high abundance of chondrules argues against a direct rela-
tionship to CI chondrites.

It exhibits Cd depletion relative to CI chondrites, consistent
with mild thermal metamorphism (Wang and Lipschutz, 1998).
The phyllosilicates are mixtures of serpentine and saponite with
consistently high analytical totals, indicative of mild to moderate
heating (Tonui et al., 2001). It shows mobile trace element evi-
dence of thermal metamorphism (Lipschutz et al., 1999). This
meteorite (C2 ungrouped) was thermally metamorphosed to
Stage I of Nakamura (2005); i.e., no heat-induced mineralogical
changes in XRD pattern but evidence of thermal metamorphism
from other techniques.
A.8. MAC 87300 (CR2; C3-ungrouped; CM-like; CO-like; C2 –
ungrouped; weathering grade B/C)

This meteorite was initially classified as a C2 chondrite (Satter-
white and Mason, 1988) and later as a CR2 (Zolensky, 1991), or C3-
ungrouped (Alexander et al., 2007). The interior is dark black to
gray with many white inclusions and it contains a large dark red
clast (Satterwhite and Mason, 1988). A thin section shows abun-
dant chondrules, chondrule fragments, and mineral grains set in
a dark brown to black matrix (Satterwhite and Mason, 1988). It
contains abundant saponite and serpentine, a lack of tochilinite
and abundant matrix olivine (Zolensky et al., 1993). It contains
CAIs (Russell et al., 1995). Spinels in CAIs are Fe-poor (<1 wt.%
FeO) (Russell et al., 2000).

The matrix composition is similar to CM chondrites, but S con-
tent (1.9 wt.%) is higher than CV and CO chondrites (Zolensky,
1991). The dominant matrix mineral is olivine, but also contains lo-
cally intergrown serpentine and saponite, and contains no tochili-
nite, suggesting maximum alteration temperature of 150 �C and
that aqueous alteration was brief and non-pervasive (Zolensky,
1991). Matrix Fe/(Fe + Mg) ranges from 0.60 to 0.93 (Zolensky
et al., 1993), fine-grained rims have Fe/(Fe + Mg) of 0.56–0.80,
while saponite Fe/(Fe + Mg) averages 0.49 (Zolensky et al., 1993).

Chondrules consist of olivine or olivine + pyroxene, and mineral
grains are mainly olivine; most of the olivine is near Fa0, but more
Fe-rich grains are present (mean Fa7); pyroxene composition
ranges from Fs1 to Fs9 (Satterwhite and Mason, 1988). Its olivine
composition averages Fa7 (Sears et al., 1991). Matrix and chondrule
rims average Fe/(Fe + Mg) of 0.67 and 0.58, and wt.% S of 1.94 and
2.09, respectively (Zolensky et al., 1993). It contains 0.72 wt.% C
(Alexander et al., 2007), or 0.88 wt.% C, and 2.67 wt.% S (Hartmetz
et al., 1989).

It has elemental abundances similar to the ungrouped C chon-
drite MAC88107, and is not similar to any established C-chondrite
group in terms of volatile elements, but does have petrographic
similarities to CM2 chondrites (Kallemeyn, 1992). Its composition
is at the Fe-rich end of the CM trend (Fe/(Fe + Mg) = 0.7) (Zolensky,
1991). It is petrographically similar to CM chondrites, but with
bulk composition and a thermoluminescence glow curve closer
to CO chondrites (Krot et al., 1999). Its lack of tochilinite is similar
to CI1 chondrites (Zolensky et al., 1993).

This meteorite was classified as possibly thermally metamor-
phosed because it lacks an absorption feature near 0.7 lm and
band shape and strength in the 3 lm region is similar to known
thermally metamorphosed C chondrites (Hiroi et al., 1997). This
meteorite (C2 ungrouped) was thermally metamorphosed to Stage
I of Nakamura (2005); i.e., no heat-induced mineralogical changes
in XRD pattern but evidence of thermal metamorphism from other
techniques. It exhibits depletion of Cd that is consistent with ther-
mal metamorphism (Wang and Lipschutz, 1998).

A.9. MAC 87320 (CR2; weathering grade A)

This meteorite was initially classified as a C2 chondrite
(Schwarz and Mason, 1989). The interior is black with white and
rusty clasts/chondrules plainly visible (Schwarz and Mason,
1989). A thin section is made up almost entirely of chondrules in
a dark matrix which contains abundant metal grains concentrated
on chondrule margins, and only a small amount of sulfide is pres-
ent (Schwarz and Mason, 1989). Optical point counting gives
60.1 vol.% chondrules plus fragments, 0.1 vol.% refractory inclu-
sions, 38.2 vol.% matrix, and 1.6 vol.% dark inclusions (Weisberg
et al., 1993). The mineral fraction includes 92.1 vol.% silicates,
1.6 vol.% sulfides, and 6.3 vol.% Fe–Ni-metal (Weisberg et al.,
1993). Mafic silicate compositions are variable: olivine Fa1–30,
mean Fa6; pyroxene, Fs1–7 (Schwarz and Mason, 1989). Kallemeyn
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et al. (1994) give mafic silicate compositions as follows: olivine
composition peaks at Fa2, with most analyses falling between Fa0

and Fa3; pyroxene compositions mostly range from Fs1 to Fs5 with
a peak at Fs2. Most of the chondrules are olivine (Fa1–30; mean Fa6)
and clinoenstatite (Fs1–7), and the matrix appears to consist largely
of phyllosilicates; it resembles Renazzo in texture and abundance
of metal (Schwarz and Mason, 1989). FeO-rich chondrules are
scarce ([1 vol.%) (Weisberg et al., 1993) and consist largely of oliv-
ine (Fa16–43) (Connolly et al., 2003, 2007) and contain sulfide-bear-
ing opaque assemblages that are composed of troilite, phosphate
and Ni-rich metal (Schrader et al., 2008) at 5–10 vol.% (Schrader
et al., 2007). It contains a few vol.% aqueously altered clasts that
contain abundant phyllosilicates and few fresh metallic grains
(Kallemeyn et al., 1994). Broad beam analysis of dark inclusions
gives an average Fe/(Fe + Mg) ratio of 0.48 and 2.96 wt.% S (Weis-
berg et al., 1993).

A.10. MET 00426 (CR3; weathering grade B or B/C)

This meteorite was initially classified as a CR2 chondrite
(McBride et al., 2001a). The interior is black and it contains irregu-
lar-shaped clasts and numerous white and rust-colored chondrules
(McBride et al., 2001a). A thin section exhibits well-defined metal-
rich chondrules and metal spheres in an FeO-rich phyllosilicate
matrix; pyroxene is abundant (McBride et al., 2001a). Silicates
are unequilibrated (olivine Fa1–32, with most Fa0–2; pyroxene Fa1–

4 Wo1) (McBride et al., 2001a). Its matrix is more Fe-rich than
GRA 95229 (Abreu and Brearley, 2008). The matrix material con-
tains few phyllosilicates, but is instead dominated by amorphous
silicates (Abreu and Brearley, 2006). Carbonaceous material, in
the form of disordered C or carbonaceous material, is widespread
through this meteorite and also concentrated in C-rich ‘‘hotspots’’
(Abreu and Brearley, 2006). It contains 0.46 wt.% C (Alexander
et al., 2007). The presence of abundant C-bearing phases of low
crystallinity (Abreu and Brearley, 2006) with isotopic anomalies
is consistent with a primitive meteorite (Floss and Stadermann,
2008). It has experienced little aqueous alteration compared to
other CR chondrites (Floss and Stadermann, 2008), and it contains
high abundances of presolar silicate grains, oxides, SiC and carbo-
naceous material (Floss and Stadermann, 2009a, 2009b). This infor-
mation collectively suggests that it is of petrologic type 3.

A.11. PCA 91082 (CR2; weathering grade A/B or Be)

The interior is a jet-black matrix with abundant light inclusions,
evaporite deposits, and oxidized matrix (Satterwhite and Mason,
1993). A thin section shows a close-packed aggregate of chond-
rules rimmed with black matrix; about 10 vol.% Fe–Ni-metal is
present, in part concentrated on chondrule rims, and about
1 vol.% troilite is also present (Satterwhite and Mason, 1993). It is
classified as a CR2 chondrite (Birjukov and Ulyanov, 1996)
although the amount of carbonaceous matrix is anomalously low
for this group (Satterwhite and Mason, 1993). This meteorite con-
tains 66.7 vol.% chondrules and chondrule fragments, 0.7 vol.%
refractory inclusions, and 32.6 vol.% matrix plus dark inclusions
(Noguchi, 1995). Biryukov and Ulyanov (1996) describe this mete-
orite as having rare CAIs, 46 vol.% chondrules (forsteritic olivine
dominates), abundant metal (mostly kamacite), and rare sulfides
(mostly troilite); unaltered glasses are major components of
chondrules. It contains large chondrule-free phyllosilicate patches
(Kallemeyn et al., 1994). It contains rare refractory inclusions and
AOIs with no trace of secondary alteration processes (Birjukov
and Ulyanov, 1996). Mg-rich olivine (Fa1–5) and pyroxene (Fs1–8)
are present (Noguchi, 1995). Olivine composition peaks at Fa1, with
most analyses falling between Fa0 and Fa4; pyroxene compositions
mostly range from Fs1 to Fs5 with a peak at Fs2 (Kallemeyn et al.,
1994). The matrix is composed of fine-grained (submicron) olivine,
pyroxene, phyllosilicates and opaque minerals (Fe–Ni-metal and
sulfides) (Lofgren, 2001). It includes some pale green phyllosili-
cates (Satterwhite and Mason, 1993). The chondrules experienced
less aqueous alteration than other CR chondrites, with only chon-
drule peripheries showing alteration (Noguchi, 1995). Most of
the chondrules contain Mg-rich olivine (Fa<5). The phyllosilicates
in the chondrules are a mixture of serpentine, Al-rich serpentine
(or chlorite) and smectite (Noguchi, 1995); Fe/(Fe + Mg) ranges
from �0.2 to �0.6 (Noguchi, 1995). It contains a distinct group of
partially melted chondrules with ubiquitous metal blebs in or on
the rims (Lofgren, 2001). Magnesian (type I; Fa0–4, Fs0–4) chond-
rules dominate over ferroan (type II; Fa34–55, no pyroxene)
(Birjukov and Ulyanov, 1996). Terrestrial weathering is indicated
by pervasive limonite staining (Satterwhite and Mason, 1993),
and rust staining was observed in most chondrules (Noguchi,
1995).

A.12. QUE 99177 (CR3; CR2; weathering grade B or Be)

The interior is a chocolate brown, soft matrix with rust and
cream-colored chondrules (McBride et al., 2001b). A thin section
exhibits well-defined metal-rich chondrules in a dark matrix of
FeO-rich phyllosilicates and metal (McBride et al., 2001b). The sil-
icates are unequilibrated; pyroxene is abundant with a composi-
tional range of Fs1–7 Wo1–5, and olivine composition ranges from
Fa1 to Fa31, with most being Fa0–2; it was classified as a probable
CR2 chondrite (McBride et al., 2001b). The matrix material con-
tains few phyllosilicates, but is instead dominated by amorphous
silicates (Abreu and Brearley, 2006). Carbonaceous material, in
the form of disordered C or carbonaceous material is widespread
through this meteorite and also concentrated in C-rich ‘‘hotspots’’
(Abreu and Brearley, 2006). It contains 0.34 wt.% C (Alexander
et al., 2007).). The presence of abundant C-bearing phases with iso-
topic anomalies is consistent with a primitive meteorite (Floss and
Stadermann, 2008). It has experienced little aqueous alteration
compared to other CR chondrites, the carbonaceous material
exhibits a low degree of crystallinity (Floss and Stadermann,
2008), and it contains presolar silicate grains, oxides, SiC and car-
bonaceous material (Floss and Stadermann, 2009a, 2009b). The
carbonaceous material shows a low degree of crystallinity (Abreu
and Brearley, 2006). Collectively the data suggest a petrologic
grade of 3.

A.13. Renazzo (CR2; CM-like; fall)

Modal analysis indicates the following abundances (vol.%): Fe–
Ni-metal (4%), magnetite (0%), pyrrhotite (0%), intermediate S
phase (0.9%), matrix (47.9%), olivine (19.2%), pyroxene (23.0%), ver-
miculite (0%), feldspathic mesostasis (2.8%), chamosite mesostasis
(1.4%), clinochlore mesostasis (0%), and Ca-carbonate (0.8%)
(Perronnet et al., 2007). Noguchi (1995) lists modal abundances
(vol.%) as 54.0% chondrules and chondrule fragments, 1.0% refrac-
tory inclusions, and 37.5% matrix plus dark inclusions. McSween
(1977) gives Renazzo phase abundances (vol.% from optical point
counting) as 60% chondrules, 1.3% AOIs, 0.3% CAIs, 1.9% lithic and
mineral fragments, 31.1% matrix, 5.3% metal, 0.2% sulfides, and a
trace amount of magnetite. Weisberg et al. (1993), using optical
point counting, found (vol.%) 54% chondrules plus fragments,
1.0% refractory inclusions, 37.5% matrix, and 7.5% dark inclusions.
Dark inclusions plus matrix make up 40 vol.% of Renazzo
(Weisberg et al., 1991). Areal abundance of CAIs is 0.09% (Hezel
et al., 2008). It contains a few vol.% aqueously-altered clasts that
contain abundant phyllosilicates and few fresh metallic grains
(Kallemeyn et al., 1994). The mineral fraction comprises
91.9 vol.% silicates, 0.7 vol.% sulfides, and 7.4 vol.% Fe–Ni-metal
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(17.3 wt.% metal – Weisberg et al., 1988, 1993). Wood (1967b)
gives metal content as ‘‘abundant’’.

The dominant matrix mineral is olivine but the matrix also con-
tains locally intergrown saponite and serpentine (Zolensky, 1991).
Matrix Fe/(Fe + Mg) ranges from 0.47 to 0.62 (McSween and
Richardson, 1977; Weisberg et al., 1993; Zolensky et al., 1993)
and that of the dark inclusions averages 0.45 (Weisberg et al.,
1993). S content of the matrix is given as 2.40 wt.% (Zolensky
et al., 1993) or 3.18 wt.% (Weisberg et al., 1993) and that of the
dark inclusions as 2.71 wt.% (Weisberg et al., 1993). Renazzo con-
tains 20% Fe in its matrix (Wood, 1967b). The matrix composition
of Renazzo is similar to CM chondrites, but S content (2.4 wt.%) is
higher than CV and CO chondrites (Zolensky, 1991). Phyllosilicate
Fe/(Fe + Mg) is 0.61 for chondrule core chlorite, 0.41 for chondrule
rim serpentines/smectites, 0.54 for serpentine/smectite micro-
spheres (Weisberg et al., 1993) and 0.40–0.48 for saponite
(Zolensky et al., 1993).

Chondrules consist predominantly of olivine (Fa<4), and serpen-
tine is the dominant groundmass phase, magnetite is abundant,
and Fe–Ni metal is less common (Mason and Wiik, 1962). Chon-
drule olivine is Fa0.4–3 (Weisberg et al., 1990). FeO-rich chondrules
are scarce ([1 vol.%) (Weisberg et al., 1993) and consist largely of
olivine (Fa15–53) (Connolly et al., 2003, 2007); they also contain
opaque assemblages containing tochilinite, magnetite, troilite,
pentlandite, and phosphate (Schrader et al., 2008) at 5–20 vol.%
(Schrader et al., 2007).

Olivine and pyroxene compositions average Fa4.7 and Fs3.4,
respectively (McSween, 1977). Microprobe traverses show that
the bulk of the olivine is Fa<4, and the rarer pyroxenes are generally
Fs<5 (Wood, 1967a). Bischoff et al. (1993b) gives mafic silicate com-
positions as: olivine Fa0–38 (most Fa0–6, peak near Fa2), and pyrox-
ene Fs1–46 (most Fs1–4). Kallemeyn et al. (1994) give the following
mafic silicate compositions: olivine composition peaks at Fa2, with
a long Fe-rich ‘‘tail’’ to �Fa45, but most analyses fall between Fa0

and Fa6; pyroxene compositions mostly range from Fs0 to Fs6, with
a peak near Fs2, and a higher Fe ‘‘tail’’ to �Fs27 (Kallemeyn et al.,
1994).

Carbon content is 1.4 wt.% (Bischoff et al., 1993b), some of
which may be associated with carbonates (Ash and Pillinger,
1992), or 1.25 wt.% (Pearson et al., 2006a, 2006b), or 1.44 wt.% C
(Wood, 1967b). Total S content is 2.4 wt.% (Zolensky, 1991) or
1.05 wt.%, and is present in elemental, sulfide, and sulfate forms
(Burgess et al., 1991).

The matrix contains no tochilinite, suggesting maximum alter-
ation temperature of 150 �C and that aqueous alteration was brief
and non-pervasive (Zolensky, 1991). It has experienced relatively
extensive aqueous alteration (Krot et al., 2002). Compared to the
more altered GRO 95577 CR1 chondrite, Renazzo contains less
magnetite and sulfide, intermediate S phases, opaque phases, ver-
miculite, and clinochlore mesostasis (Perronnet et al., 2007). Ser-
pentinization of olivine and secondary oxidation of metal has
occurred, and matrix serpentine contains 23% FeO (Nelen et al.,
1975).

A.14. Y-793495 (CR2; weathering grade B)

Optical point counting gives 49.9 vol.% chondrules plus frag-
ments, 0.3 vol.% refractory inclusions, and 29.7 vol.% matrix (dark
inclusions were indistinguishable from matrix) (Weisberg et al.,
1993). The mineral component comprises 91.3 vol.% silicates,
1.0 vol.% sulfides, and 7.7 vol.% Fe–Ni-metal (Weisberg et al.,
1993). Its matrix Fe/(Fe + Mg) ratio ranges between �0.1 and 0.5
(Noguchi, 1995). The matrix is likely a mixture of saponite, serpen-
tine, and olivine (Yanai et al., 1995). It contains 2.8 wt.% FeS,
13.8 wt.% Fe–Ni metal and 5.1 wt.% H2O, and was classified as a
CR2 chondrite (Yanai et al., 1995). Olivine composition is
Fa0.7–44.5 (average Fa5.1), and pyroxene composition is Fs1.3–23.3

(average Fs4.0) (Yanai et al., 1995). It has been classified as a CR2
chondrite showing petrographic and mobile trace element evi-
dence (Cd depletion) of thermal metamorphism (Wang and Lips-
chutz, 1998; Lipschutz et al., 1999). This meteorite was thermally
metamorphosed to Stage I of Nakamura (2005); i.e., no heat-in-
duced mineralogical changes in XRD pattern but evidence of ther-
mal metamorphism from other techniques (unheated or very
weakly heated, <300 C) (Nakamura et al., 2006). It exhibits features
consistent with thermal metamorphism (Wang and Lipschutz,
1998). This meteorite was classified as not thermally metamor-
phosed because it exhibits an absorption feature near 0.7 lm and
band shape and strength in the 3 lm region is dissimilar to known
thermally metamorphosed C chondrites (Hiroi et al., 1997).

Appendix B. Supplementary material

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in
the online version, at doi:10.1016/j.icarus.2011.11.004.
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